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Abstract. This paper considers a new Analytic Perturbation Analysis
(APA) approach for Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS) with dis-
continuous sample-path functions with respect to control parameters. The
performance functions for DEDS usually are formulated as mathematical -
expectations, which can be calculated only numerically. APA is based on ..I

new analytic formulas for the gradients of expectations of indicator func- I
,

tions; therefore, it is called analytic perturbation analysis. The gradient ,!

of performance function may not coincide with the expectation of a gradi-
ent of sample-path function (i.e., the interchange formula for the gradient
and expectation sign may not be valid). Estimates of gradients can be ob-
tained with one simulation run of the models. The approach is demonstrated
with three examples: a simple "shut down" problem, a multiclass queuing
network, and a failure probability of inspected mechanical components. Nu-
merical simulations are performed for the second example.

Keywords: discrete event dynamic system, analytic perturbation analysis,
estimate of gradient, probabilistic fracture mechanics, discontinuous sample-
path function.

1 INTRODUCTION

Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS) are an important class of dynamic
systems with discontinuous (discrete) stochastic behavior. These systems
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458 URY ASEV

differ fundamentally from Continuous Variable Dynamic Systems (CVDS).
The list of DEDS is almost endless: it includes queuing networks, material-
flow systems, safety systems of nuclear power plants, and probabilistic frac-
ture mechanics models. The dynamics of such systems include logical rules,
which discontinuously (discretely) change the state of the system. For ex-

ample, fracture mechanics models for passive components (pipes, vessels)
i include the rules: "inspect," "repair," or "replace," each of which may dis-

continuously change the state of the component. The pedormance measure
may be cumulative failure or leakage probability of a passive component
over time; the sensitivity and control parameters may be factors such as the
geometry of the component (thickness of the walls), fracture toughness of

: the material, and stress intensity factors. In such systems, failure proba-
1 bility is a function of the sizes of defects (cracks) and their time-dependent

stochastic development.
In analyzing of such systems, one is often interested in how their pedor-

mance depends upon these parameters. Gradients provide useful informa-
tion on this dependence. Pedormance functions for the DEDS usually are
formulated as mathematical expectations of dis~ontinuous functions with re-
spect to control parameters. Gradients of pedormance functions are difficult
to calculate analytically. The gradient of a smooth function can be estimated
with finite differences, but, for DEDS, these estimates have high variances.
To some extent, the variances can be reduced with common random number

(see, e.g. [1]) and smoothing techniques [3].. Low-variance stochastic estimates of the gradients (stochastic quasigra-
I dients) can be obtained for a broad class of discrete event systems with one
: simulation run. The infinitesimal perturbation analysis (IP A) proposed by

. Ho and co-workers [12] is one such efficient method, which can be used to
i calculate stochastic quasi gradients for DEDS (see also [7, 14, 32]). An alter-
1 native approach is the likelihood-ratio (LR) or score-function (SF) method.
I For background on this method see [10, 16, 26, 29]. Both approaches are

based on the well-known formula for the interchange of mathematical ex-

! pectations and gradient signs [15, 27]
I V.,Eg(x,c.J) = EV.,g(x,c.J), (1)

where g(x,c.J) is a sample-path function, x is a decision vector, and c.J is a
random element from a probability space (P, F, 0) .

Generally, a disadvantage of the standard form of perturbation analysis is
that it does not work when the sample-path function is discontinuous in the !

! relevant parameter. In that case, it may no longer be valid to change the or-
! der of taking the expectation and the derivative. Ho and Li [13] presented an
i approach to circumvent this difficulty by using finite difference approxima-

tion ideas. Ermoliev and Gaivoronski [3] suggested using artificial random j
variables to smooth the function g(x,c.J), and combine concurrent approxi- , .

I
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We suppose that:

1. the set 0 can be split into subsets JLq(x) E F, q = 1,2,...

00
0 = U JLq(x) , (2)

q=l

: and the function g(x,tU) is differentiable w.r.t. tU (or w.r.t. to some
components of tU, iftU is a vector) on each subset JLq(x) , q = 1,2,. .. ; v.

2. for any q :f: j P(jLq(X) n JLj(x)) = 0; \i\
IL

3. each subset JLq(x), q = 1,2,... can be represented by the system of G

i inequalities
:I JLq(x) = {tUEO: fq(x,tU)'-:;O}

I ~ {tUEO: f,q(x,tU)'-:;O, 1'-:;I'-:;kq}, aIJ

I whereflq :RnxO-+R,I'-:;I'-:;kq.
I, I{ft(z,tU)~O} denotes an indicator function which corresponds to the set JLq(x) th

foJ

, I - { I, if, fq(x,tU)'-:; 0 ; eq
! {ft(z,tU)~O} - 0, otherwise. pr

i With these definitions, the performance function G(x) = JEg(x,tU) can be ~:
represented as the sum co

(00 ] 00 ( ] reI G(x) = JEg(x,tU) = JE ~lI{f'(Z,tU)~O}g(x,tU) = ~JE I{ft(z,tU)~O}g(x,tU) . to

(3) gr;
This formula is valid even if the intersections JLq (x) n JLj (x) are not empty g(;

: because the probabilistic measure of these intersections equals zero. The to
function saJ( ) clef ( ] . </>q x = JE I{ft(z,tU)~O} g(X,tU) It

is an integral of the function g( x, tU) over the set JLq (x). This function is vo

differentiable under general conditions (see formulas (62), (64), and (65) in
the Appendix). The gradient Vz</>q(x) can be represented as an integral of TL

another function aq(x,tU) over the same set JLq(x) plus an additional function
1/Jq(x), which is a surface integral, or equivalently, it can be represented as Vz

i ~ mathematical expectation of the product aq(x,tU)I{ft(z,tU)~O}' plus 1/Jq(x),

: I.e.,
; Vz</>q(x) = JE[I{ft(z,tU)~O} aq(x,tU)] + 1/Jq(x) . (4) I ;~

Definitions and basic formulas relating the integral over the surface and over I sin
the volume can be found, for example, in (31,30]. Thus, (3) and (4) imply I

! i St,

I
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00 00

~zG(X) = ~z L </>q(X) = L ~z</>q(X)
q=1 q=1

00 [ 00 = L E I{Jf(z,UJ)SO} aq(x,UJ)] + L 1jJq(X)

q=1 q=1
00= Eaq(x,UJ) + L 1jJq(X) , (5)

q=l

where,
q = min{v: UJ E p,V(x)} .

We supposed in the previous formula that the regularity conditions, allowing
interchange of the infinite summation and differentiation signs, are satisfied.
Generally, at the points where the function g(x, UJ) is smooth,

aq(x,UJ) =F Vzg(x,w) ,

and
00
L 1jJq(x) =F 0,
q=l

therefore, in many cases, formula (1) is not valid. The representation with
formula (4) is not unique, i.e., the gradient Vz</>q(x) can be represented
equivalently with different functions aq(x,UJ) and 1jJq(x) . Therefore, APA
provides a family of the equivalent estimates. Different special cases of
the formula require different differentiability conditions for the probability
densities in the expectations. Integral over the surface formula requires
continuity of the density functions and integral over the volume formula
requires the piece-wise smoothness of the density functions with respect
to w. IfL~l1jJq(X) = 0, then aq(x,UJ) is an unbiased estimate of the
gradient, which can be evaluated together with the sample-path function
g(x,UJ) during the same simulation run. If L~l1jJq(X) =F 0 , it is desirable
to find an expression for this term so that it can be calculated during the
same simulation run, together with g(x,UJ) and aq(x,UJ). In some cases,
it is possible to convert 1jJq(x) with artificial variables to the integral over
volume

1jJq(x) = E[I{Jf(z,UJ)SO} bq(x,UJ)] .

Then, with (5),
00

VzG(x) = Eaq(x,UJ) + L E[I{Jf(z,UJ)SO} bq(x,UJ)] = E[aq(x,UJ)+bq(x,UJ)] .
q=l

(6)
Thus, dq(x,UJ) ~ aq(x,UJ) + bq(x,UJ) is an unbiased estimate of the gradi-
ent. The random vector dq(x,UJ) can be obtained with one Monte-Carlo
simulation run of the model, analogous to the random value g(x,UJ).

The estimate dq(x,UJ) can be used in Monte-Carlo type simulations.
Standard variance reduction techniques (see, for example [23, 29]), such

. .., .
. . ,
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462 URYASEV

as conditioning, coupling, and importance sampling can be used to reduce
the variance of this estimate. Let measure p( x, w) dominate the measure
p( x, w). Importance sampling technique, changing the measure in expecta-

tion E[dQ(X,CN)] ~ J dq(",>(x,w) p(x,w) dw =

" ; J dq(",>(x,w) P.L-(x,w))p(x,w) dw = Ep[dQ(X,CN)~ ))] ,
P x,w f'\X,CN

may significantly improve the variance. This paper does not apply the vari-
ance reduction techniques. We represent the gradients with the same den-
sities as the performance function. Partly, this explained by the fact that

this study was motivated by sensitivity analysis of large structural reliability
models (Example 3 describes about 30% of an actual model). Development

.: and verification of such models is a time- and resource- consuming process.
i So, the idea is to avoid writing a new code for the gradient, but rather, to
I add additional blocks to the existing model to calculate sensitivities together

with performance function during the same simulation runs.
I The idea of splitting the set n into subsets JLq(x) , q = 1,2,. ., is not a

new one and was used in different forms in several papers [2, 3, 6, 8, 23,
28]. In this paper, we combine this idea with new analytic formulas for

differentiating the expectations of indicator functions.
further, with three examples, we show how this approach can be impie-

mented.To simplify notations, for the nonsmooth smooth function g(x,w) , we
define a generalized gradient V g( x, w) as a function which equals the gra-

";, dient Vg(x,w) at the points where the fu~ction g(x,w) is smooth; at non-
0" smooth points, the generalized gradient Vg(x,w) takes some values such

that V g( x, w) is a measurable function w.r. t. w for each x. With our as-
sumptions, the measure of the nonsmooth points w of the function g(x,w)
for each x equals zero; therefore, the ~xpectation does not depend upon the

values of the generalized gradient at these nonsmooth points.

3 EXAMPLE 1: A SIMPLE "SHUT DOWN" PROBLEM.

Yu. Ermoliev proposed using this example of a simple "shut down" prob-
lem to explain the approach (pers. commun.). Although the problem can
be easily treated directly with other known formulas and approaches, it is
included here to explain AP A on a simple one-dimension model.

I Suppose that some device (component) can be used during the time
I T max, which we will call the maximal lifetime of the device. The real life
I! of the device may be shorter than T max for two reasons. We can shut down

the device at a time x :$: T max, or it could fail at a time CN :$: x. The
profit from using this device depends upon its lifetime (i.e., the benefit is i

I

I
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g(X,(I.1)

(1.1 Tmax X
0 ... .

. .

. .. .

. .

. .

. ., .. .

Figure 1: The function g(x,(I.1) for a fixed value (1.1.

proportional to its lifetime). If it fails at time (1.1 ~ x, then it leads to
high losses and discontinuity of the sample-path function at x = (1.1. The

failure time (1.1 is distributed over the interval [0, T maxI with a smooth density
p«(I.1) . Let us denote the sample-path profit function by g(x,(I.1), which is
smooth on the square [0, T maxI X [0, T maxI , except for the line x = (1.1 where

it is discontinuous. Figure 1 shows an example graph of the sample-path
function g(x,(I.1) with a fixed value (1.1 for x on the interval [O,Tmax]'

To cover different applications, we intentionally do not specify an actual
functional dependence for the sample-path function g(x,(I.1). For example,
analogous discontinuous behavior has the unavailability of a periodically
maintained component [18]. The unavailability monotonically (exponen-
tially or linearly) increases as a function of time in a standby condition, but
discontinuously changes the value after maintenance is completed. Disconti-
nuity is related to a possible repair of the component, if it has failed, and to
a test-caused degradation. One period of the unavailability function looks
like the sample-path function in Figure 1.

We denote by G(x) the performance function G(x) = E [g(x,(I.1)], and
split interval [0, T maxI into two subsets

[0, Tmax] = JLI(x) U JL2(X) = [O,x] U [x,Tmax] ,

such that function g(x,(I.1) is differentiable w.r.t. (1.1 on each subset. Denote

f l ( ) - ( fl(x,(I.1) ) - ( (1.1 - x )X,(I.1 -
f l ( ) - ,

2 X,(I.1 -(1.1

f2(x,(I.1) =
( f~(x,(I.1)) = ( X - (1.1 ) ,

f2(x,(I.1) (I.1-Tmax

then,
JLq(x) = {(I.1E[O,Tmax]: f?(x,(I.1)~O}, q=1,2.

-, ,..
. ,

I
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With these notations, the perfomlance function G(x) can be represented as

the sum
G(x) = <P1(X) + <P2(X) = JE[I{JI(",UJ)~O) g(x,UJ)) + JE[I{r(",UJ)~O} g(x,UJ)] .

Using fomlulas (62), (64), and (65) (see the definitions in Appendix), we
: derive three formulas for the gradient of the performance function as: (i)
.1 the sum of integrals over the volume and over the entire surface consisting
, only of two points; (ii) the sum of integrals over the volume and over a half

of the surface (one point); and (iii) an integral over the volume.

(i) Gradient represented as the sum of integrals over the volume and over

the entire surface.
First, we calculate the gradient of the function <p1(X)

i <P1(X) = JE[I{/I(".UJ)~O} g(x,UJ)] = J p(x,w) dw,

; JI(",I.J)~O

[ where, p(x,w) = g(x,w)p(w). With formula (64)

; ( ) J ( ) J p(x,w) \7"fl(x,w)\7,,<P1 x = \7"p x,w dw - II~ f 1( )11 dS
JI(".tJ)~O tJ=" YtJ 1 X,W

J p(x,w) \7"Ji(x,w) J- -IIV f 1(x W)II dS = \7"p(x,w) dw
tJ=O tJ 2 , r(".tJ)~O

- (~,w) \7"fl(x,~ )I - (~(x,w) \7"fJ(X,w))III\7tJfl(x,w)11 UJ="-o II\7tJfi(x,w)11 UJ=O

= JE[I{JI(",UJ)~O} V"g(x,UJ)] + g(x,x-o)p(x) . (7)

Here, \7" denotes the generalized gradient defined in Section 2. Analogously,
the gradient \7,,<P2(X) can be calculated for the function <P2(X)

\7"<P2(X) = JE[I{r(".UJ)~O}V"g(x,UJ)] - g(x,x+o)p(x). (8)

Combining (7) and (8), the gradient of the performance function is repre-

sented as
! \7"G(x) = '\]"JE[g(x,UJ)) = JE[V"g(x,UJ)) + (g(x,x-o) - g(x,x+o))p(x).
i (9) I
I jTherefore, the last equation implies that the random value ; j

I i

V"g(x,UJ) + (g(x,x-o) - g(x,x+o))p(x)
I

is an unbiased estimate of the gradient \7zG(x) . H the function g(x,UJ) is
Icontinuous (a standard assumption of the IPA (7)), then interchange formula

(1) is valid. 1

I

I
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(ii) Gradient represented as the sum of integrals over the volume and over
a half of the surface.

With formula (62), setting

, ! [{I = {I} and K 2 = {2} , t

~ the gradient of the function 4>l(X) can be expressed by solving a linear equa- t
) tion. This equation links the gradients of the function f I (x, w) = IAJ - x for x
f and w, and has an evident solution which equals 1. The derivative ~z4>l(X)

is represented as the sum of an integral over a volume and an integral over
r a surface consisting of one point

~z4>l(X) = J [~zp(x,w) + div",(p(x,w))] dw -
J1(z.",)~O

I
-"'[0 n-V:~(~~)lf [~zfi(x,w) + V",fi(x,w)] dS \

= J [~zg(x,w)p(w) + ~",(g(x,w)p(w))] dw + J g(x,w)p(w) dS 1

J1(z.",)~O ",=0 i

= E[[{J1(z,IAJ)~O} a(x,IAJ)] + g(x,O)p(O) , (10)

where,

( ) n ( ) + VIAJ (g(x,lAJ)p(IAJ))a X,IAJ = vzg X,IAJ p(lAJ)

Analogously,

7) ~z4>2(X) = E[[{p(z.IAJ)~O} a(x,IAJ)] - g(x,Tmax)p(Tmax) . (11)

y,
Combining (10) and (11) we obtain

3) ~zG(x) = E[a(x,IAJ)] + g(x,O)p(O) - g(x,Tmax)p(Tmax). (12)

e- and
a(x,lAJ) + g(x,O)p(O) - g(x,Tmax)p(Tmax)

) . is an unbiased estimate of the gradient ~zG(x). If p(O) = 0 and p(Tmax) =
9) 0, then the integrals over the surfaces equal zero, and the gradient with

formula (12) is an integral over volume. Gradient formula (12) can be equiv-
alently represented as (9) because

. E [ VIAJ (g(x (,IAJ))P(IAJ))] = ~Tmax V", (g(x,w)p(w)) dw
IS P IAJ 0

lla
= kz V", (g(X,W)p(W)) dw + LTmax V", (g(X,W)p(W)) dw

~;~~~"{~",!,~,~~~':,(~{,~~~~;,~*;';';j.";.';o'~:.:"", ...,,;'.;.. ;.,.;l"'.;"'~,1""'..i":':,;:,';;':""...,.,.'::-~...,...;.,...c,,!!;;~:; ,
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466 URYASEV

= g(X,X-O)p(X) - g(X,O)p(O) + g(x, Tmax)p(Tmax) - g(X,X+O)p(X) .

(iii) Gradient represented as an integral over the volume.
Formula (65) can be used to represent the gradient as an integral over

the volume, but if to set

j K1 = {1,2} and K2 = {0} ,

equation (66) does not have solutions for the functions fl(x,w) and f2(x,w).
Therefore, we equivalently represent the sets P,q(x), q = 1,2 with the func-

tions
-1 ( ~ - 1 ) - ( -1 - ~

)f (x,w) = "-~ ' f2(x,w) = ~'-".
; ., Tma.-"
I! Changing the variables w = zx eliminates the variable x from the function
I -! fl(x,W). Consequently, with equation (65) and matrix (67)
I

I H(x,w) = V.,ZX \%=10/.,-1 = wx-l ,

:,. we have

I
V.,4>I(X) = J [V.,p(x,w) + V",(p(x,w)wx-l)] dw

fl(., )~O

= J [V.,g(x,w)p(w) + x-IV", (g(x,w)p(w)w)] dw

i Jl("",,)~O
I

r'.: ; = ]E[I{Jl(",CAJ)~O} al(x,CAJ)] , (13)

al(x,CAJ) = "\7., g(x, CAJ) +x-l(g(x,CAJ) + CAJg(x, CAJ)VCAJ lnp(CAJ) +CAJ"\7CAJ g(x,CAJ)) 0

I

i Analogously,
! V.,4>2(X) = E[I{F(."CAJ)~o}a2(x,CAJ)] , (14)

where, 2 - -1 [a (x,CAJ) = V.,g(x,CAJ) + (Tmax - x) -g(x,CAJ)

I + (Tmax - CAJ)(g(x,CAJ)VCAJ lnp(CAJ) + "\7CAJ g(x,CAJ))] 0

With (13) and (14),
V.,G(x) = E[aq(x,CAJ)] .

and the unbiased estimate of the gradient equals

i q( ) - { al(x,CAJ), if , o ~ CAJ ~ x ,
a X,CAJ - 2( ) O f '1' ia X,CAJ , 1 , X < CAJ ~ .Lmax 0 1

This unbiased estimate can be obtained in one simulation run together with 'I

the estimate of the sample-path function g(x,CAJ) 0

I

I

-
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NI = 1

N2= 1

Figure 2: System Flow Chart.

2 2 1
1 1 2

(.3 '11
x

Figure 3: One Regenerative Cycle.

4 EXAMPLE 2: A SIMPLE MULTICLASS QUEUING NETWORK.

The following example was considered by Gong and Ho [8]. Here, we inves-
tigate a case with a probability performance function.

The system consists of two servers and two classes of customers (Fig-
ure 2). Each class consists of only one customer and has a different routing.
The class 1 customer goes back to server 1 immediately after leaving the
server. The class 2 customer goes from server 1 to server 2, then back to
server 1. We denote by L((A.I) the interdeparture time of class 2 customer
from server 1. The performance we are concerned with here is the cumulative
distribution function of interdeparture time L((A.I), i.e.,

G(x) = P[L((A.I) ~ x] = E[I{L«(A.I)~z}] .

As Gong and Ho discussed [81, interchange formula (1) is not applicable to
these kind of problems.

Suppose that each simulation run begins and ends with the successive
arrivals of class 2 customer at server 2; this is a regenerative cycle. Suppose,
in this regenerative cycle, a class 1 customer was served q times by server
1. Denote by (.i , i = 1, . . . ,q service times of customer 1 by server 1 and by
'12 the service time of customer 2 by server 2, and by '11 the service time of
customer 2 by server 1 (Figure 3).

One regenerative cycle is defined by the positive random variables '12' '11
and (.i' i = 1,..., q, where the random variable q can be an arbitrary large
positive integer number. Interdeparture time equals

";,-'c ."..~,. .,,-co, --

. "
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q
L(",,) = }::::<:i+"11.

i=1
We consider that service times on server 1 for the class 1 customer are

independent random variables with the same density function, p, and that
. densities of the random variables "11 and "12 are not available or are discon-

i tinuous.The set {"" En: L( "") ~ x} of random elements can be split into

subsets p.q(x), q = 1,2,...

q-1 q q
p.q(x) = {"" En: }:::: <:i ~ "12 ~ }:::: <:i, }:::: <:i + "11 ~ x} .

i=1 i=1 i=1

The first and the second inequality which define the set p.q (x) means that
; class 2 customer arrived at server 1 when class 1 customer had service num-
1 ber q. The third inequality follows from the fact that the interdeparture

I time
I: q
.1 L(",,) = }:::: <:i + "11

i=1
is less then x. The performance function G(x) can be represented as

G(x) = fE[I{/lf(z)}].
q=1

Let JEq be conditional expectation with respect to a-algebra generated by
the random variables "12' "11 and <:i, i = 1,..., q - 1. The function

JEq[I{/lf(z)}] is smooth with respect to x j therefore, under general regularity
conditions ,.

00

\lzG(x) = \lz}:::: JE[I{/lf(z)}]
q=1

= \lz f E[JEq[I{/lf(z)}]] = f JE[\lzJEq[I{/lf(z)}]] . (15)
q=1 q=1

The function Eq[I{/lf(z)}] can be differentiated with formula (64). For this
I special case, the formula (64) is reduced to the well-known formula for the

I derivative of the one-dimensional integral
q-1

\lzEq[I{/lf(z)}] = \lz J p(q) d(q = p(x - ~ <:i - "1J .
n .;""f-1/"

( 1=1

.'2~L..i=1 'si+ q
L~;: <:i+ (q + "11 ~ x

We denote by D(q) the cumulative distribution function of the random

value <:q. Since

'~
"~~c

,;.;'-'
.- .',~

~ ; ..'~':j.:';:;:'
. . " '.'~:.:'::'
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q-1 q-1Eq[IU"(%)}] = J p«(q) d(q = D(x - 2::: (i - '11) - D('12 - ~ (i) ,
, 1 r ( i=1 ,=1'12~Ei;1 "i+ q

E7;: (i+ (q + '11 .s: X

(16)
then

[ ] q-1 JEq[I{p'(%)}] ;
"V%Eq I{p'(%)} = p(X - E (i - '11)D(x - }::1;;t (i - ql) ::D('12 - E1;;f (j

E [ p(X - E1;;f (i - '11) I
]= q n/- .,...q-1 ... ~ \ T"\J'~ ~a-1 ~ '( q- ) u"(%)} .D(x - Ei=1 (i - '11) - D '12 - Ei=1 (i

Combining (15) with the last equation we have

\7G ( ) - E [ P~X-E?:!(i-'1I) I ] (17)% x - D(x - E?:! (i - '11) - D('12 - E?:! (i) {L(CAJ)~%} -

So,

bq( ) - p(x - E?:! (i - '11) I
(18)X,CAJ - D(x - E?:? (i - '11) - D('1;'- }::?:! (i) {L(CAJ)~%}

is an unbiased estimate of the gradient of the performance function G(x).
Estimate (18) also can be obtained with the Smoothed Perturbation Analysis
(see, [8, 9])-

Let us now use formula (65) to calculate "V%JEq[I{p'(%)}]' The function

Eq[I{p'(%)}] can be represented as an integral

Eq[I{p,(%)}] = J p«(q) d(q , (19)

fq(x,(q) .s: 0

where,
( q-1 r ( )- Ei=1 ..i + '12 - q

q - x - '11 - '12
f(x,(q)- ~f{-lr.- +

(£..,=1.., '12 q - 1
x - '11 - '12

The change of variables

q-1 r (-I ( ( ) def - Ei=1 ..i + '12 - q
z = -y x, q = -

x - '11 - '12

eliminates the variable x from the function fq (x, (q) and

q-1(q = -y(x,z) = -z(x-'1I-'12)- 2:::(i+'12-
i=1

;-.' ."." . ..-;. ...,.;-: " ' .'" . ,
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The gradient of the function Eq[I{pf(z)}] is represented with the function

(see (67))

q-l r
(H( ( ) n

( )1 I Li=1 'i - '12 + q

x, q = VZI x, z z=r-1(z,l/) = -z z=r-1(z,l/) = X - '11 - '12

With formula (65)

\7zEq[I{pf(z)}] = J div(f (p«q)H(x, (q)) d(q
ff(z'(f)~O

= J ~ (P«q)L1~: (i - '12 +(~ ) d(q
ff(z'(f)~O 8(q X - '11 - '12

1 [ (q-l ) 8
], = - - J 1 + ~ (i - '12 + (q 8( lnp«(q) p«(q) d(q

f X '11 '12 ff(z'(f)~O 1=1 q

I = Eq [aq(x,(AJ)I{ff(z'(f)~O}] = Eq [aq(x,(AJ)I{pf(z)}] , (20) I
i

where, .f

aq(x,(AJ) = -:;;-=-t-=-;;;[I+ (E(i-'12) klnP«(q)). (21) ,

J
We used change of variables to obtain the estimate (21), therefore, it also t
can be obtained using the Push-Out method (see Section 6.2). Finally,
combining (15) and (20)

\7zG(x) = f E[Eq[aq(x,(AJ)I{pf(z)}]] = f E[aq(x,(AJ)I{pf(z)}]
q=1 q=1

= E[aq(x,(AJ)I{L«(AJ)~z}] .

Therefore, aq(x, (AJ )I{L«(AJ)~z} is an unbiased estimate of the gradient \7zG(x) .

5 EXAMPLE 3: FAILURE PROBABILITY OF AN INSPECTED ME-

CHANICAL COMPONENT

I

I! This. examp!e is a simplified variant of the mo~el for Inspected Co~ponent ..

. consIdered m papers [24, 25]. Here, we consIder only part of this model f
to demonstrate applicability of the proposed methodology to problems in l
probabilistic structural mechanics. The same technique for calculating the
derivatives with respect to parameters can be used in other probabilistic
structural mechanics models [5, 11, 19, 20].

Description of the Physical Phenomena. The manufacturing of any I

'mechanical component is more or less imperfect. When the component is ,

I
I I

, " I

..

. """"::'.o;:o;'o1~ ~~~,'fI.~:«!\ '. ..
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put into operation, it has always some defects or cracks, which do not cause
it to fail immediately. The number, the size, and the type of the existing
defects are usually unknown because they cannot be observed directly. The
only practical way of evaluating them is to make an estimate on the basis of
experience obtained from similar manufacturing processes and components.
The uncertainty about the defects can be modeled with suitable probability
distributions.

The characteristics of each defect (e.g., size, shape) will change with
time. The rate of growth of the defect will depend on several environmental
conditions, and the number of defects may increase. Often the development
of the defects is correlated with the external shocks incurred by the compo-
nent. For example, at a nuclear power plant, typical shocks may be thermal
and mechanical transients due to operation of systems and components, the
emergency shut down of the reactor can impose significant transients.

The development of the defects is monitored periodically by inspections,
and possibly, at any time when there is reason to believe that the defects

f have increased. The probability of identifying and properly estimating the
characteristics of the defects depends on the types of inspection methods.
For metallic components, the most popular methods are based on radio-
graphic or ultrasonic inspections or eddy current measurements.

The component fails if the size of a defect exceeds some limit. In the case
where there are several defects in the component, it is not easy to express

I
the exact failure criteria. The component may fail even if the sizes of all
individual defects are under the failure limit.

Probability Distribution for the Number and Size of the De-
fects. The initial defects in a metallic structure may be classified according
to their properties and growth mechanisms. The most important properties
of a defect are its size and its orientation, which determine the probability
with which they can be identified in an inspection.

Suppose that at the beginning of the operation of the component (at
time t = 0) the initial number of defects is v ~ O. Each of the v defects is
characterized by its size, C;(O), i = 1,..., v, at t = O. The model for v and
defect sizes is simply their joint distribution

P{v=m,C1(0)E [Cl,Cl+dcl],...,Cm(O) E [Cm,cm+dcm]} ~ (22)

MC
90 (m,cl,...,Cm)dcl x ... x dCm.

We assume that C1(0),..., Cm(O) are independent given v = m, and the
distribution of C;(O) is 9~ (cj), then the distribution (22) can be written in
the form

MC M m C

90 ( m, Cl, . . . , Cm) = 90 (m) n 90 (cj) , (23)
;=1

;

- . ""'"c""" ., .' "oi~~p,~">.,(i.~.:.~".i'..:"'." ,."","
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in which g~f (m) is the distribution of v. We restrict the distribution g; (m)
on a set mE {I,... , Mmax} . Here we use the following discrete distribution

for the number of the defects

Mgo (m) = 1]m, 0 s: m s: Mmax (24)

! with 1]m ~ 0 and L::~~i~ 1]m = 1.
I : The size of a defect follows a truncated exponential distribution with the

density function (see [11])

gf(c) = QclTc exp {-O"cc} (25)

in which 0 s: c s: Cmax, lTc is a known parameter, and ~ is a normalizing

factor.
! Probability Model for the Shock Occurrence. The defects of the
I component may grow due to the shocks which occur in the system, caused by
I various ~xternal phenomena (independent of. the de:elopment of t~e defects).
i These kmd of phenomena are usually described wIth random-pomt process I

, models. The most simple point process is the time homogeneous Poisson !
process which we apply here.

It is assumed that the shocks occur according to the homogeneous Pois-
son process model with constant intensity I' Accordingly, the time points I

at which the shocks occur, '1"1, 1 = 1,2,..., can be expressed as sums of I
exponentially distributed random variables, i.e.,

'1"1 = 61 + 62 + . . . + 6, , (26)

in which the variables 61,...,6, are identically exponentially distributed

random variables with density function

g6(t) = I exp {-It} . (27)

Model for the Defect Growth. To describe the random changes in
the sizes of the defects, we have to make some assumptions. We assume
that the sizes of the defects will increase only when shocks occur (at the

time points '1"1).
We denote the vector of the sizes of the defects at the time point t by

C(t). The values of the'process C(t) are constant between the shock points
'1"1, but they may grow at each shock point. The increase of the size of the
defect is a random variable which depends on the size of the defect just
before shock. We assume also that the defects grow independently with
some probability distribution. Figure 4 shows the increase of the size of one !

defect. I

!

! I

; I

I... I
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Ci(t)
f r-

~Ci( '1"2):
.

l 1:
~Ci('1"I)~

--- --
'1"1 '1"2 t

~ ~
c c
k k

Figure 4: Graph Ci(t).

,

I

I Inspections. We consider two types of inspections (measurements of
the cracks' sizes):

- The regular periodic inspections;
I - The inspections made after the shocks at the time points '1"1, '1"2,... .
I We denote the time points where the regular inspections are made by

t{,t~,... and the ordered union of the points t{,t~,... and '1"1,'1"2,... by
V = {tl,t2,.. .}. We assume, that at each time tj, a regular inspection or
an inspection after a shock is made. The set V is illustrated in Figure 5.

The Probability Model for the Measurements. The inspections
are made to measure the sizes of defects. However, the inspections are
incomplete and do not give the exact sizes of the defects.

We denote by 6i(tj) the signal caused by defect i with the size Ci(tj) at
the time point tj. We assume that the signal 6i(tj) is related to the true
size Ci( t j) according to

In6i(tj) = /30 + /3llnCi(tj) + ~ , (28)

in which /30 and /31 are parameters and ~ is a normally distributed random
variable with zero mean and a variance al (i.e., ~ '"'" N(O, al) ). In other
words, the conditional distribution of In6i(tj) given Ci(tj) is normal with
parameters /30 + /31lnCi(tj) and at.. The random variable ~ describing the
noise in the measurement could follow any other distribution, but here we
use the Gaussian distribution.

Probability Model for Failures. We consider that the probability of
component failure during the time interval [t, t + ~t] is proportional to the
value ~t , i.e.,

I
~~,'...;.,: ;',' ,"'..'-..':";.;
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0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t1

I I I I I I I 1--- tl tl T

1 t I t I T2 tl t
1 2 3 4 5

n n
~ ~

i
t
! Figure 5: SetV={t1,t2,...}

~ t f r
( ) ~~(T2);

'1 l .
:1 .' :.I~ A ' ( ) t ~-~'-

I UA T1 f j

I t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t1 1

, --- I

tI tI T 1 tI tl T2 tl t
1 2 3 4 5

n n I

~ ~ !

Figure 6: Graph ~(t).

P{ to fail during the time interval [t, t + ~t]} = ~(t)~t + o( ~t) .

The coefficient ~(t) is called the failure rate. There is a higher probability
that a component with many large defects will fail compared to a component
without any defects. Here, we assume that the increase of the failure rate
due to a defect will be proportional to the sizes of the defects. Thus, the
failure rate of the component can be written in the form

I
; 1.1
! ~(t) = ).l(t) + P E Ci(t), (29)

i=1
I where ).l(t) is the deterministic part of the failure rate and the sum describes

the stochastic contribution due to the defects.
In the above equation the development of the defects depends on the

! occurrence of shocks that increase the sizes stochastically. Figure 6 describes
the process ~(t). The increase of the failure rate, ~~(Tj) , in Figure 6 is i

given by
I
I

, I

I
~

,-..,_. '.- .-- .~- - ". ~.""_.'."'c;.":~."':~1~."}1~-.,~~:~~!~f':~.~ " -;".. :,.,,:-,

. , .

..

:t; ..' c" "..; ;".c;,.
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r L\)'( T j) = PI: 6.Ci(T j) ." " I1=

Estimation of the Failure Rate. It is supposed that the failure rate
).(t) can be estimated by collecting the critical information. These estimates
are used to monitor the component and avoid a high failure rate (risk of
failure). Inspections made at time points tj give information on the number :

and the size of the defects in the component. Since the failure rate is related
to the size and the number of the defects, this information can be used to
estimate the failure rate at each inspection point.

Here, we take into account only the result of the most recent inspection.
Since this result and the vector C(t) are related simply (see equation (28))
and the failure rate is a function of C(t) (see equation (29)), we have the
following estimate

I >.(t) = >.I(t) +pI:exp { ln8i( {3t)-{30 } , (30)
I i=1 I

I where P and >.I(t) are defined in equation (29) and {3o and {31 are defined in

equation (28).

I Decision Rule. Here, we consider only shut down decision rules, al-
I though, in principle, any other rule (repair or replace) could be chosen. The

decision to shut down is made if the estimate of failure rate exceeds some
threshold:

if <p(>'(t),v(x,t)) ~ 0 , then shut down, otherwise, continue the opera-
tion of the component.
We shall consider here linear function

<p(>.(t),v(x,t)) = >.(t) - v(x,t). (31)

The function v(x, t) is the time-dependent control of the model; we assume
that it is linear

v(x, t) = XI + x2t . (32)

Failure Probability. Let us denote by Tstop the shut down time for
the component due to decision rule <p(>.(t),v(x,t)) ~ 0 :

Tstop=min{tEV: <p(>.(t),v(x,t)) ~O}.

Denote by Tend the termination point

Tend = min{T. , Tstop} ,

where T. is the failure time"of the component. The operation of the com-

'~~"'l'~,"~r!;'t:..;", '. ,c . ..."' "':':', c,. . -' ,. .. ,"

. ,
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ponent will be terminated at the time point T max, if it is not terminated
earlier. Given the trajectories of the processes ~(t), ).(t), 0 ~ t ~ Tstop ,
the conditional survival function (i.e., the probability that the component
will survive over the period [0, tj]) is (see, for example [36])

; S(tj) d4 P{T. >.tj I ~(t),O ~ t ~ tj} = exp{ -ktj~(t)dt}, (33)
!
I. in which ~(t) is defined in equation (29). The conditional expectation of

failure probability in the time interval [0, T stop] is calculated as

( ) { (T.,." ) } (T ) def 1-S Tstop = 1-exp -Jo ~(t dt ~ Jo ~(t dt = T(Tstop) . (34)

: Therefore, failure probability approximately equals
.,,
t
1 F(x) = E [T(Tstop)] . (35)

j Calculation of the Gradient. Suppose that the component was in-
I'

I spected at the times tl, t2, t3 Let us define the set J1.q(x) as an event. corresponding to the shut down of the component at the moment tq , i.e., .]

J1.q(x) = {(AJ E.o. : Tstop = tq} .

Denote by ;: q a a-algebra generated by the random values which drive the I,

stochastic processes ).(t), ~(t) up to the moment tq, except random vari-
ables (signals) Oi(tj), i = 1,... , v. Then i

i

:! G(x) = f= E[T(Tstop)] = f= E[JEq[I{pf(x)}]] . ~,
q=i q=i 1

The expectation JEq[I{pf(x)}] equals

JEq[I{pf(x)}] = Eq[I{cp().(tq),v(x,tq))?; a}]

= J p(O) dO

; h(O)+).l(tq) ?; Xi+X2tq
j Oi?;0,i=1,...,v t

:-
, = 1 - J pCB) dO d4 1 - cI>(x,tq) , (36)
; I I: h(O) +). (tq) - Xl - x2tq ~ 0

Oi?; 0, i=1,...,v
where, t-v '

: h( 0) = PI E OJ/Pi, Pi = P exp {-{3o{311} , (37) 1. I '
1=

1

I
: I! '

...
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p( 0) = fi 1 exp{ - [In Oi - (!3o + !3lln Ci)f
} 0 (38)

i=1 OiO"£,.;z:;r 20"1

The function cI>(x, tq) is smooth with respect to x, therefore under general

conditions
\7z:G(x) = \7z: f E[Eq[I{jJf(Z:)}]] ,

q=1 I

00 00
= L E['\7z:Eq[I{jJf(Z:)}]] = L E[\7z:( -cI>(x,tq))] 0 (39)

q=1 q=1

Let us denote
'I!(z,a) = J p(O) dO, (40)

b(8)-z$O,
8i~O.i=I ,1I

II
where z E JIll, 0 E JIlII, p: JIlIl -4 JIll, b(O) = .L Or 0 Correspondingly

1=1

I cI>(x,t) = 'I!((XI +X2t- ),1(t))pi1,!311)

I and
\7z:cI>(x,t) = (~) pil\7z'It(Z,{311)lz=(Z:I+Z:2t-AI(t))Pj"1 . (41)

Ii Therefore, it is enough to calculate \7z'I!(z,a) . It was shown in paper [34]
, that with differentiation formula (62)

! \7zW(z, a) = ~ J t Oicr[ Oi~ + 1 - a ]p(O) dO . (42): all b(8)$z. 1=1 1

.1 8i~O, i=I ,1I

,, Finally, combining (39), (41), and (42), we obtain

00 00
\7z:G(x) = L E[\7z:( -cI>(x,tq))] = L E[aq(x,cu)I{jJf(Z:)}] = Eaq(x,cu),

q=1 q=1

where,

aq(x,cu) = - (tl ) (aIlPl)-1 E6icr(tq)[6i(tq)~~~~
o(O)1 +l-a],

q i=1 U i 0 = 6(tq)

! PI = pexp {-{3o{311}, a = (311 ,

and tq is a random shut down time. The vector aq(x,cu) can be obtained
during one simulation run of the model.

: 6 THE RELATION OF APA TO OTHER APPROACHES
.

! This section establishes the relation of APA to infinitesimal augmented per-

t

I

I

"~~"'--~;tc~.~!!"!""';"~"" ';' ', C.., \;;,~... "'!;'i',,,,;~~;...",'.. ,..,'-:-;..';'$""'1..-0;-:";".,f""'-:.' .-' . . . c' .. .' ,,;... .
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turbation analysis [6), and to the push-out method [28); we show that in a
finite dimensional case similar estimates can be obtained with APA.

6.1 Relation of APA to Infinitesimal Augmented Perturbation Analysis

The infinitesimal augmented perturbation analysis [6] generalizes the pertur-

bation analysis approach [12). Here, we show that augmented perturbation
j analysis formula can be obtained in the framework of AP A. Gaivoronski

et al [6) assume that the performance function G(x) = E L~(() can be I

represented as

«rax(Z;9) «:::ax(z,9) mG(x) = L J(m;n ...J(m;n Lz,9((I,...,(m)d(I,...,d(m, (43)
9E,,-I(m) <1 (Z,9) <m (Z,9)

where q is a string number; 'fJ-l(m) is a set of strings generated by n calls
j. idealized number generator; and the integration variables ( = «(1,... ,(m)
i are the uniformly distributed on interval [0,1) numbers from the idealized
I' number generators. This assumption is imposed so that the function G(x) t

can be differentiated with traditional formulas, which can cope with the r

box constraints on variables (. With APA, such an assumption is unneces- tsary: the random variables in the integrals can be distributed with arbitrary ,

smooth distributions (normal, lognormal), and sets JL9(X) can be specified
by nonlinear constraints with respect to these random variables.

For each q, the proper integral in formula (43) can be represented as

E[I{pf(z)} L~9] = E[I{f9(x,() $ O} L~9] = J L~9(()d(,
ff(z,<)~O

with
-(jax(x, q) + (1
(FO(x, q) - (1

f9(X,() = :
-(:;:ax(x, q) + (m
(:;:io(x, q) - (m

Formula (64) provides the gradient presented in paper [6)

\7z J L~9(() d( = J \7zL~9(() d(
, pf(z) pf(z)

2m Lm (()
I _?: J 11~ jZ99( ()II\7zJ!(x,() dS. (44)

1=1 8ipf(z) (I X,

I! The portion of a:ove equation referr:d to by (44) can be represented as

j '"' ( J LZ;,9(() \7 f 9 ( () dS- .L- II ~ f 9. ( ()II z 2j-l X,
J=1 ~j-lpf(z) (2)-1 X,

j ---
-"'
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+ J -Z,q\"/II~Lf~'(~)/" )II'l;Jznj(X,() dS
)~jjJf(Z) < 2) ,..

= - f: tr&X(Z,q)... tj~-i"(Z,q) i<i;IX(Z,q)
j=l <r'n(z,q) <i~~(z,q) <i+~(z,q)

i <:;:U(Z,q)[Lm ( /"max( ) ) ( n /"max( )) !
..." Z q """ )" x,q,... -vz" )" x,qi <:;,:'n(z,q) ,

+ L~q(' . . ,(jin(x, q), . . . )'l;Jz(Fn(x, q)] d(l,' . . ,d(j-l, d(j+l" . . ,d(m

= J B~q() d( , (45)
jJf(z)

where

m ( ) ~L~q(...,(jax(x,q),...)'l;Jz(jax(x,q) B ( = L... ,- - .
z,q j=l (jax(x, q) - (rm(x, q)

I m Lm ( /"min ( ) )n /"min( )-}:::: z,q...,..j x,q ""- VZ..1 x,q.
I j=l (jax(x, q) - (rm(x, q)

Combining (44) and (45) we obtain the formula presented in paper [6] which

, corresponds to equation (6) with

I aq(x, () = VzL~q(()' bq(x, () = B~q(()'
1.1: In the framework of APA, alternative gradient formulas also can be obtained
J without reducing the performance function to form (43).

~,,1~""1 6.2 Relation of APA to Push-Out Method
1, To differentiate expectations with discontinuous sample-path functions, Ru.:

binstein [28] proposed first changing the variables in the expectations, and
only then using formula (1). This approach is called the push-out method
because, after the variables have been changed, the sample-path function
does not depend upon the control variables. Marti [19, 20] investigated the
analogous approach (transformation method) for differentiating probability
functions and applied it to structural reliability problems.

The push-out method generalizes the LR/SF approaches. In this paper,
we show that changing the variables can be used directly to find an analytic

! formula for the gradient of the performance function. This statement is
based on analytic formulas for the derivatives of the integrals, which use
the changing of variables (see formulas (65) and (67) in the Appendix).
Therefore, in the finite dimensional case, the gradient formulas similar to
the push-out method can be calculated directly with APA without actually
changing the variables in integrals.

The paper [28] considers the following function

!

'~~T.;;;'"'"""-' ~;:-";"¥i:t:;~.":";,;; . ,",:'C'::,'.;.,~" .. .:;~::"",;";,,. - "'..,:c."'"r,~ :.:,"..,..,,;;-,,c~-')~.r,,; "..,,~,... . -c-.
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G(X) = G(Xl,X2) = Ehg(X2,(AJ) = J g(x2,iJJ)h(Xl,iJJ) diJJ, (46)
",En

where h(Xl,W) is a smooth density, and the sample-path function g(X2'W)
can be nonsmooth or discontinuous. The control vector x is split into two

parts Xl and X2 .
The gradient with respect to control vector Xl is calculated with an

interchange formula (1), a special case of a general differentiation formula
(62), in which control variables are not included in the constraints defining
the integration set.

Under imposed assumptions, the interchange formula (1) cannot be used
directly to calculate the derivative with respect to control vector X2. To
circumvent this difficulty, Rubinstein [28] supposed that the sample-path
function can be represented as

g(X2'W) = g('Y-l(X2'W)) , !

I I

r where the function 'Y-l (X2, w) is the inverse of the function 'Y( X2, z) , i.e., 1

I
'Y-l(X2,'Y(X2,Z)) = z.

Changing variables W = 'Y(X2,Z) in integral (46), we eliminate vector X2,

from the function g(X2'W). Therefore, !

G(x) = J g(Z)h(Xl,X2'Z) dz, (47)
zEZ

here
h(x, z) = h( Xl, 'Y(X2, z) )det( '\1z'Y(X2, z)) .

Further, interchange formula (1) is used to differentiate function (47) with

respect to X2
'\1z2G(X) = J g(z)'\1z2h(Xl,X2'Z) dz. (48)

zEZ

Using density lI(Z) which dominates '\1z2h(Xl' X2, z) we have

t"7 G( ) - J -( ) '\1z2h(Xl,X2,Z) ( ) d - 1[;' [-( ) '\1z2h(Xl,X2,Z) ]VZ2 X - 9 z ( ) 11 Z Z - .ll:Jv 9 z ( ) .
Z lIZ lIZ

zE

(49)
The last formula was used in [28] to estimate the gradient of the performance

I function with respect to vector X2.
Analogous formula can be obtained using APA. In this specific case, with

formula (3)

00 00
G(x) = }: Eh[I{jf(z2,(AJ)$O}g(x2,(AJ)] =}: J p(x,w) dw, (50)

q=l q=ljf(z2,"')$O

I
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where
p(x,UJ) = g(x2,UJ)h(X1,UJ) .

Changing variables UJ = 'Y( X2, z) eliminates vector X2 from the constraint

functions jq(X2,UJ) which describe discontinuity surfaces of the function
g(X2,UJ). Analytic formulas (65) and (67) are available to differentiate the

integrals in sum (50)

VZ2 J p(x,UJ) dUJ = J [VZ2p(x,UJ) + div",(p(x,UJ)H(x2'UJ))] clUJ,

pf(Z2) pf(Z2)
(51)

where
H(X2,UJ) = Vz2'Y(X2, z)lz=-y-I(Z2,"') .

Differentiating both parts of equation (50) with respect to X2 and combining
with (51), we have a formula for the derivative

I 00

VZ2G(x) = L::: J [VZ2p(x,UJ) + divCo/(p(x,UJ)H(x2'UJ))] dUJ

q=lpf(z2)

= J [Vz~(x,UJ) + dlvCo/(p(x,UJ)H(X2'UJ))] clUJ . (52)
I Co/En

I As it defined in section 2, gradients in the previous formula should be un-

I derstood in generalized sense.
I The last formula can be rewritten as

I J [ - dlvCo/(p(x,UJ)H(X2,UJ))
]Vz2g(X2,W) + h( ) h(X1'UJ) dUJ = Eha(x,w) ,

I "'En Xl,UJ

(53)
! where

( ) - r, ( ) dlvw (p(x, W)H(X2'W)) ( )a x,w - VZ2g X2,W + h( ) . 54
! X1,W

It can be directly checked that formula (52), used to derive APA expression
(53), is equivalent to formula (48), used to derive push-out expression (49),
in the following sense: formula (52) can be obtained by changing variables
z = 'Y-1(X2,UJ) in integral (48). Therefore, APA expression (53) can be

j obtained from push-out expression (49) by changing the variables.
: There are a few specific features which differ in the AP A and the push-

I out approaches:

. the gradient estimate a(x, w) depends on the same random vectorw as
the sample-path functions g(X2'W); therefore, a(x,w) can be obtained
simultaneously with g(X2'W) during the same simulation run;

t . formula (52) is valid when changing variables UJ = 'Y( X2, z) eliminates

: vector X2 from constraint functions jq (X2, UJ) describing discontinuity
,

i
I
I
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surfaces of the function g( X2, w) ; it is not necessary to eliminate vector

X2 from this function g(X2'W) itself;

. analogous formula can be derived when a change of variables elimi-
nates vector X2 only from some of the constraints of the vector func-
tions jQ(X2,W). In this case, general differentiation formula (62) also

.; involves an integral 'over the surface over the rest of the constraints.

7 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS: EXAMPLE 2

This section presents the results of a Monte-Carlo simulation of the perfor-
mance function and gradient estimates obtained in Example 2. We evaluated
standard deviations of the estimates, simulation time and the convenience

! of numerical implementation. The most popular application distributions,
1 exponential and normal, are considered. Although results of the calcula-
i tion are data- and model- dependent and do not allow us to make general
I statements, they provide useful insights and verify gradient formulas.
I We suppose that 111 (the service time of customer 2 by server 1) is dis-
, cretely distributed and equals 1.0 or 2.0 with probabilities of 0.5 and 0.5, and

112 (the service time of customer 2 by server 2) equals 2.0 with a probability

0.7 or 3.0 with a probability 0.3.
For the service times of customer 1 by server 1, <i, i = 1,..., q, we

consider two distributions: exponential, and normal.
First, we give the numerical results with an exponential distribution. It

is supposed that random values <i, i = 1,..., q are independent samples
. with density p(() = Aexp[-A(] and parameter A = 1. Integral over the

. ; surface formula (18) gives the following expression for the gradient estimate
...,

A
b = E [ ' ( )] 1 I{L«(AJ)$z) . (55)xp 1\ x - 111 - 112 -

Integral over the volume formula (21) gives the estimate

a = 1 [1 - A(t <i - 112)} I{L«(AJ)$z} . (56)x - 111 - 112 i=1

; The MATHEMATICA package, running on PC-486, 66 MHz, was used for
! the simulations. With (55) and (56), averaging over J = 300000 independent
I samples, we estimated the gradient at the point x = 5
I, 1 J 1 J

J ~ bj = 0.231575 , J ~ aj = 0.231553 .

The calculation times of these averaged estimates were 85.316 and 73.35
minutes, respectively. The first four digits of the estimates are the same.
Averaging over J samples we estimated the performance function at points
x = 3, x = 4, x = 5, x = 6, x = 7. Averaged gradient and performance

,

"
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function estimates are plotted in Figure 7. The lines, corresponding to sur-
face and volume estimates, coincide. The standard deviation of the gradient
estimates b and a was evaluated as follows

I;".~': 1 ~ (b 23 )2 1 ~ ( )2i?,~~:,~,"' -J L., j - O. 1553 = 0.2000 , -J L., aj - 0.231553 = 0.2949 .
j=1 j=1

(57)
Integral over the surface estimate has lower standard deviation than integral
over the volume estimate, but the difference in the standard devia.tion of the
estimates is not very big, especially considering that the calculation of the
surface estimate took longer than that of the volume estimate.

Now, we give the results with normally distributed independent random
values (i. Distribution density, truncated at zero point, equals

p(() = ~Exp[-(( - JL)2/(2u2)] ,

u (1 + Erf[JL/( ,;2u)])

where, JL = 0.7, u = 0.3 and "Err' denotes the error function. Integral over

the surface formula (18) gives the estimate

q-l
b = I{L(",)~%}J27;Exp[-(-'11 - ~ (i +x - JL)2/(2u2)] X ;

1=1 ,
-1 q-l q-I-l

U (Erf[(-'1I- L(i+X-JL)/(V2u)]-Erf[('12- L(i-JL)/(V2u)]) .
i=1 i=1

(58)
Integral over the volume formula (21) gives the estimate

- 1 - (E?:1 (i - '12) (q - JL)/u2 I
(59)a _ x fl fl {L("')~%} .- .,1 - .,2

With (58) and (59), at the point x = 5, averaging over J = 50000 indepen-
dent samples we have

1 J 1 J
~ }~bj = 0.114547, }~aj = 0.149053.

These calculations took 84.05 minutes and 21.93 minutes, respectively. Av-
eraging over J samples, we estimated the performance function and plotted
it together with gradient estimates in Figure 7. There is a bias in the integral

) over surface estimate, probably because of rounding-off errors in calculating
the error functions. Using formulas (57), we estimated that standard de-

s viations of the estimates equal 0.1510 and 1.1698, respectively. So, in this
e case, the standard deviation of the surface estimate is about one order of

~~-'i'~\\'7~;';'1;::i;:;\~;':F;;i'~r1.;:.;..~~".;~~!t:',';::.~;~.,.,.tJ:~:;.~'.,;,!~:;..~,' ,... .".. ';'. " '.' ;""'. ,~" c;.:,';".'" .
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Figure 7: The Performance Function (Exponential Distribution of Service

Times) and the Gradient Estimates.
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Figure 8: The Performance Function (Normal Distribution of Service Times)

and the Gradient Estimates.
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magnitude lower than the volume estimate. On the other hand, the calcula-
tions for the volume estimate took about four times less than did the surface
estimate calculations. The volume estimate does not involve evaluating the

distribution functions and it can be easily implemented.

Although we cannot make general statements from the numerical ex-
periments, we can summarize the results as follows. For the considered ,

..distributions the surface estimate of the gradient has lower variance than ;

volume estimate. Nevertheless, calculations with the volume estimate took
less computation time than did those for the surface estimate. Also, volume
estimates involve simpler calculations than surface estimates, i.e., do not
need subroutines to evaluate the cumulative distribution functions.

APPENDIX. The Analytical Derivatives of the Integrals over
Sets Given by Inequalities

Let the function

F(x) = J p(x,y) dy (60)

f(z.y)~O

be defined on the Euclidean space Rn, where f : Rn x Rm -+ Rk and
p: Rn x Rm -+ R are some functions. The inequality f(x,y) ~ 0 should be
treated as a system of inequalities

fi(x,y)~O, i=l,...,k.

For example, let

F(x) = E[I<f(x, (.) ~ O} g(x, (.)]

= J g(x,y)p(x,y) dy = J p(x,y) dy, (61)
f(z,y) ~ 0 f(z,y) ~ 0

where random vector (. in Rm has a probability density p(x, y) that depends
on a parameter x ERn.

Further, we presented a general formula [34, 35] for the differentiation of
integral (60).. A gradient of the integral is represented as a sum of integrals
taken over a volume and over a surface.

Let us introduce the following shorthand notations

( f1(X'y) ) ( f1(X'y) )f(x, y) = : , fu(x, y) = : ,

fk(X,y) ft(x,y)

~~ ~<~t,,'tl\:],~~;::';i,,:.'..~c,.-~. :"i~;.'ii:""";;,.c".~,..,).";'.~;:",.tc"..),,.'!'-"'" .,' ".. , - ..:,;.,.."..
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( ~ ~ )8YI ,..., 8YI
\7yf(x,y) = : .

~ ~8 ,..., 8Ym Ym

FUrther, we need a definition of divergence for the matrix

. ( f~ ): . i=1.8y, ( hli' .:. ,him

)dlVy H = : , H = :
m 8h h }E=i ni,...,"nm

i=1 8y,

We define

JL(x)={yE]Rm: f(x,y):$O} ~ {yE]Rm: h(x,Y):$O, I:$l:$k},

and 8JL(x) to be the surface of the set JL(x). Let us denote by 8iJL(X) a part

. of the surface which corresponds to the function fi(X,y)

tI 8iJL(X) = JL(x) n {y E]Rm : fi(X,y) =O}.

If we split the set K ~ {I,..., k} into two subsets K 1 and K2, without loss

of generality we can consider

K1 = {I,...,l} and K2 = {1+I,...,k}.

There is a freedom in the choice of the sets K 1 and K 2 and representation
of the gradient of function (60). First, we consider the case when the subsets
Ki and K2 are not empty. In this case, the derivative of integral (60) is given

by the formula

\7zF(x) = J [\7zp(x,y) + divy(p(x,y)H,(x,y))] dy -
p(z)

k J p(x,y) [ ]- .2::: 11\7 f .( )11 \7zfi(X,y) + H,(x,y) \7yfj(x,y) dB, (62)
1='+1 8,p(z) y I X, Y

where the matrix function H, : ]Rn X ]Rm -t ]Rnxm satisfies the equation

H,(x, y) \7yh,(x, y) + \7zh,(x, y) = O. (63)

The last equation can have a lot of solutions and we can choose an arbitrary
solution, differentiable with respect to the variable y .

: FUrther, let us present the derivative of function (60) for the case with
the empty set K 1. Then, matrix function H, is absent and

I \7zF(x) = J \7zp(x,y) dy - t J
11; f(~

(':) )11\7zh(x,y) dB. (64)
p(z) 1-18,p(z) y ,y

Finally, let us consider a formula for the deIi.vative of function (60) for

I

I
t
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~t!8~~~~~~1~~~1J~~~;lif~..:""j the case with the empty set !(2. The integral over the surface is absent and

~~1¥~~j~~ the derivative is represented as an integral over the volume
~~'ii;2;"::~'-
~~r'z' \7zF(x) = J [\7zp(x,y) + divy(p(x,y)H(x,y))] dy, (65)
.~~ /1(z)

where a matrix function H : JR" x JRm -+ Rnxm satisfies the equation

H(x,y) \7yf(x,y) + \7zf(x,y) = o. (66)

In many cases there is a simple way to solve equations (63) and (66)
using change of variables. Suppose that there is a change of variables

y = -y(x, z)

which eliminates vector x from the function f(x, y), i.e., function f(x, -y(x, z))
does not depend upon variable x. Denote by -y-1 (x, y) the inverse function,
defined by the equation

-y-I(x,-y(x,z)) = z.

In this case, the matrix

H(x,y) = \7z-y(x,z)lz=-y-I(z,y). (67)

is a solution of equation (66).
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